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Abstract
Cloud computing enables a vast deployment of online
services in virtualized infrastructures, making it crucial
to provide fast fault-tolerance for virtual machines (VM).
Unfortunately, despite much effort, achieving fast and
multi-core scalable VM fault-tolerance is still an open
problem. A main reason is that the dominant primarybackup approach (e.g., R EMUS) transfers an excessive
amount of memory pages, all of them, updated by a service replicated on the primary VM and the backup VM.
This approach makes the two VMs identical but greatly
degrades the performance of services.
State machine replication (SMR) enforces the same total order of inputs for a service replicated across physical
hosts. This makes most updated memory pages across
hosts the same and they do not need to be transferred.
We present Virtualized SMR (VSMR), a new approach
to tackle this open problem. VSMR enforces the same
order of inputs for a VM replicated across hosts. It
uses commodity hardware to efficiently compute updated page hashes and to compare them across replicas. Therefore, VSMR can efficiently enforce identical VMs by transferring only divergent pages. An extensive evaluation on P LOVER, the first VSMR system,
shows that P LOVER’s throughput on multi-core is 2.2X
to 3.8X higher than three popular primary-backup systems. Meanwhile, P LOVER consumed 9.2X less network bandwidth than both of them. P LOVER’s source
code and raw results are released on github.com/
hku-systems/plover.

1

Introduction

The cloud computing paradigm enables a pervasive deployment of online services in virtualized infrastructures
(e.g., Xen [26]). Meanwhile, a virtual machine (VM)
is incorporating more and more virtual CPUs (vCPU)
on multi-core hardware because online services process
many requests concurrently. This rapid growth of cloud
computing components implies that hardware failures
become commonplace [18] rather than occasional. A fast
and multi-core scalable VM fault-tolerance approach is
highly desirable for online services.
Primary-backup (e.g., R EMUS [36]), a dominant VM
fault-tolerance approach, works in a physical time slot
manner. In each slot, it runs a service in the primary VM
∗ The
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to process client requests, tracks updated VM states (e.g.,
dirty memory pages), and buffers network outputs. When
a slot ends, a syncvm operation is invoked to transfer
dirty pages from the primary to backup. Once the transfer
succeeds, network outputs are sent to clients. By doing
so, primary-backup ensures external consistency [36]:
primary and backup have the same states and a primary
failure will not be observed by clients.
Unfortunately, despite much effort [13, 36, 42, 64,
82], achieving fast and multi-core scalable VM faulttolerance remains an open problem [5, 38, 42, 82] . A
main reason is that the primary-backup approach often
has to transfer an excessive amount of dirty memory
pages, which greatly degrades the performance of a service and occupies prohibitive network bandwidth.
For instance, if a program updates 20K dirty memory
pages within a 100ms slot, transferring these pages consumes a huge network bandwidth of 6.4 Gbps. Both our
evaluation (§6) and prior study [36, 40, 42, 60] show that
many programs access even more dirty pages on over
four CPU cores. vSphereFT-6.5 [17], a latest primarybackup product, permits up to four vCPUs per VM and
only two of such VMs per physical host [5]. Therefore, to
enable fault-tolerance, people often sacrifice multi-vCPU
speedup and VM consolidation [34].
As a service includes multiple programs (e.g., a website deployed in one VM can include an Nginx web
server, a Python interpreter, and MySQL), and a program
scales better on more CPU cores and accesses more
memory, this problem becomes even more challenging.
Another approach, state machine replication (SMR),
appears a promising solution for this open problem.
SMR [68] models a program as a deterministic state
machine and replicates it on different physical hosts
(or replicas). It uses a distributed consensus protocol
(typically, PAXOS [56]) to enforce the same total order of program inputs across replicas, making them perform the same sequence of state transitions. SMR systems [35, 45, 50] often incur low performance overhead
with popular programs on 16 CPU cores.
However, to ensure external consistency, SMR requires extra mechanisms to resolve divergent executions
(i.e., multithreading nondeterminism [60]) across replicas. Extisting SMR systems provide two major mechanisms. First, E VE [50] requires program developers
to manually annotate variables shared by threads, and
it detects divergent variable states at runtime. Second,
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R EX [45] and C RANE [35] enforce the same order of
inter-thread synchronization (e.g., locks) across replicas.
If no data race occurs, determinism is ensured; otherwise,
developers’ diagnosis [51, 75] may be needed. Therefore, neither of the two mechanisms is fully automatic.
Our key observation is that by enforcing the same total
order of inputs for a VM replicated across hosts, almost
all updated memory pages across the hosts are the same
and they do not need to be transferred. Intuitively, if a
VM containing a key-value service is replicated across
hosts and it receives the same order of requests, all these
hosts should contain roughly the same data in memory.
Empirically, we enforced the same total order of client
requests for 8 diverse services running on two VMs, and
72% to 97% of the services’ dirty pages were the same
after processing these requests.
This paper presents Virtualized SMR (VSMR), a new
SMR approach that can achieve fast, multi-core scalable
VM fault-tolerance. VSMR enforces same total order of
network inputs for a VM replicated across hosts. It then
periodically invokes a syncvm operation to efficiently
compute updated page hashes, to compare them across
the replicas, and to transfer only the divergent pages.
In a conceptual level, VSMR replicates an entire guest
VM as a state machine and achieves the strengths of both
SMR and primary-backup. By transferring only those
divergent pages, VSMR automatically and efficiently
ensures external consistency. Leveraging the powerful
fault-tolerance of PAXOS, VSMR tackles a notorious
“split-brain problem” (§2.2) in primary-backup systems.
We implemented P LOVER,1 the first VSMR system in
Linux. P LOVER uses A PUS [92], a fast, RDMA-powered
PAXOS implementation. P LOVER intercepts inbound network packets in the KVM QEMU hypervisor [80] and
replicates them to other VM hypervisors using PAXOS.
P LOVER’s syncvm operation (§4) is built on top of
PAXOS for robustness, and it uses RDMA to efficiently
compare page hashes across replicas. P LOVER does not
modify the underlying PAXOS protocol, so it is generic
to work with other fast consensus protocols [58, 78].
We evaluated P LOVER on 12 widely used programs,
including 8 servers (e.g., SSDB [85] and Tomcat [3])
and 4 dynamic language interpreters (e.g., PHP). We
group these programs into 8 practical services, including DjCMS [7], a content management system (CMS)
that consists of Nginx [73], Python, and MySQL [22].
We compared P LOVER with three well-engineered
primary-backup systems QEMU-MicroCheckpoint [13]
(for short, MC) , C OLO [38], and STR [63]. Evaluation
shows that:
1. On average, P LOVER’s throughput is 2.2X higher
1 The Pacific golden plover is well known for her strong tolerance to

the extreme weather in Alaska.
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than MC, STR, and C OLO on 4-vCPU VMs, 3.8X
higher on 16-vCPU VMs. Compared to unreplicated executions, P LOVER’s overhead on response
time is modest. P LOVER has reasonable CPU usage.
2. P LOVER consumes 9.2X less network bandwidth
than both MC, STR, and C OLO on average. It enables consolidating multiple fault-tolerant VMs on
one host.
3. P LOVER is robust to various failures.
Our major contribution is VSMR, a new SMR approach, which automatically achieves much faster and
more scalable VM fault-tolerance. Our other contributions include the P LOVER implementation and an extensive evaluation on diverse, sophisticated online services.
Moreover, by efficiently enforcing the same VM across
hosts, P LOVER can be broadly applied to other research
areas. For instance, page-level false-sharing [28, 61] is
a notorious performance problem in multithreading replay [40, 54, 67]. P LOVER can be an effective template to
alleviate this problem, because most false-shared pages
across the record and replay hosts should have the same
contents and they do not need to be transferred.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. §2
introduces the background of RDMA, VM, and PAXOS.
§3 gives an overview on P LOVER’s architecture and
its advantages over the primary-backup approach. §4
presents P LOVER’s runtime system. §5 describes implementation details, §6 presents evaluation results, §7 introduces related work, and §8 concludes.

2
2.1

Background
RDMA

RDMA (Remote Direct Memory Access) [2] can directly write from the userspace memory of a host to the
userspace memory of a remote host, bypassing the OS
and CPU on both hosts. RDMA architectures (e.g., Infiniband [2] and RoCE [11]) are commonplace within a
datacenter due to their ultra low latency and decreasing
costs. RDMA’s ultra low latency comes from not only
its OS bypassing feature, but also its dedicated network
stack implemented in hardware. RDMA latency is several times smaller than software-only OS bypassing techniques (e.g., DPDK [6] and Arrakis [77]).
The advantage of RDMA latency is especially significant when transferring messages of small sizes. Benchmarks [4, 10] show that, with the same network interface card (NIC), transferring messages of less than 2KB
on RDMA is about 10X∼30X faster than on TCP. If the
message size becomes larger (e.g., over 8KB), RDMA
latency is merely about 30% faster than TCP because
network bandwidth becomes a bottleneck for both. This
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suggests that RDMA is attractive for invoking consensus on inputs and sending hashes of memory pages, and
it is less beneficial for transferring pages. P LOVER uses
RDMA for invoking PAXOS consensus, exchanging page
hashes across replicas, and transferring divergent pages.
2.2

Virtual Machine and Its Fault-tolerance

VMs [26, 52, 91] are widely used in clouds and datacenters due to their low performance overhead [42],
platform independence, performance isolation [47], etc.
For instance, KVM [52] is an accelerator that uses the
hardware virtualization features of various CPUs, while
QEMU [80] emulates the hardware for VMs. P LOVER
uses KVM-QEMU for three main reasons. First, KVMQEMU incurs little performance overhead compared to
bare-metal. Second, QEMU works in userspace and is
suitable for RDMA-based PAXOS to intercept inputs
(RDMA currently only supports userspace memory).
P LOVER uses QEMU’s tap send() API to intercept
network inputs. Third, the QEMU virtual threads that act
as vCPUs are spawned from the QEMU main process,
which enables P LOVER to monitor programs running in
a guest VM non-intrusively [87] without modifying the
guest.
Moreover, VM platform independence enables consolidation [34]: people can migrate many VMs [32, 72] to a
small number of physical hosts to save energy and ease
management. However, consolidation also implies that
many VMs are prone to hardware failures. Therefore, a
fast, scalable, and network bandwidth friendly VM faulttolerance approach is highly desirable.
Existing VM fault-tolerance systems [13, 17, 36, 38,
63, 64, 82] are mainly based on the primary-backup approach. To maintain external consistency, the primary
must transfer the dirty memory modified by a program
within one time slot to the backup before releasing outputs, the so called “output commit problem” [86]. Therefore, the major performance bottleneck of this approach
is the time taken to transfer dirty pages, because local
memory access speed can be 10X∼100X faster [14] than
network speed. As real-world programs become increasingly scalable on multi-core and access more memory
per second, this bottleneck becomes even more significant. An evaluation [42] shows that this transfer time can
be much bigger than a syncvm time slot, greatly degrading the performance of services.
Synchronization Traffic Reduction (STR) [63] is a
heuristic for reducing the number of transferred pages.
It runs both primary and secondary VMs in parallel to
process the same network inputs in the same order. STR
uses a 25ms syncvm interval and only transfers divergent pages in each syncvm operation. However, both our
evaluation and STR’s show that this heuristic is ineffective because of the static syncvm interval (§6.2).
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C OLO is a primary-backup system deployed in
Huawei [20]. It runs the same service on both primary
and backup, compares per-connection network outputs,
and does a syncvm if there is any network output divergence. C OLO can safely skip the syncvm operation
if network outputs remain identical. Nevertheless, both
our evaluation and C OLO’s show that its performance
severely degrades when the number of client connections
is large.
vSphereFT used to take a record-replay approach [29,
83] for uni-vCPU, but it switches to the R EMUS approach
since vSphereFT 6.0 [9, 17]. If fault-tolerance is enabled,
vSphereFT permits at most four vCPUs per VM and only
two of such VMs per host [5]. This affects multi-vCPU
speedup and VM consolidation.
Since primary-backup has only two replicas, when network partition occurs, neither the primary nor backup
can determine whether the other one fails forever or is
temporarily partitioned. Therefore, they both may serve
client requests, breaking external consistency. This is the
notorious “split-brain problem” [23, 24, 83].
2.3

PAXOS and SMR Systems

PAXOS [55, 56, 68] is a major protocol to enforce the
same, totally ordered inputs across replicas. For efficiency, typical PAXOS implementations [68, 74] take the
Multi-Paxos approach [55]: it elects a dedicated leader in
each view to invoke consensus on new inputs, and other
replicas work as witnesses to agree on inputs. In PAXOS,
the value of each agreed input is flexible, and P LOVER
takes advantage of this flexibility. PAXOS can be used to
maintain different roles consistently for different replicas [58, 71], and replicas with different roles can interpret the same agreed input value differently according to
the (consistent) roles. E.g., the leader of NOPaxos [58]
executes inputs; its witnesses agree on inputs and interpret inputs as no-operation (NOP).
To maintain roles for replicas consistently, PAXOS
replicas send periodical heartbeats [68, 74] to other replicas and track the number of heartbeat failures with a
threshold. If a replica finds that its threshold is reached,
it suspects the replica on the other end failed and it invokes a new consensus (e.g., leader election); otherwise,
a replica can safely intercept inputs or logical operations
on its own safely. During leader election, the node with
the most up-to-date state wins [74, 78].
Three recent SMR protocols, NOPaxos [58],
A PUS [92], and DARE [78] incur a low consensus latency of tens of µs. P LOVER uses A PUS
for three main reasons: (1) it provides a flexible
paxos op(void *val) API to propose a consensus
request with val as the proposed value; (2) its consensus
protocol includes a durable storage (DARE works purely
in memory); and (3) it is open source.
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3

Overview

3.1

Deployment Suggestion

P LOVER’s deployment follows typical SMR systems:
three replicas are connected with RDMA networks, and
each replica runs a P LOVER VM instance containing a
set of programs. We suggest each replica have 16+ CPU
cores. By running three replicas, P LOVER can tolerate
hardware failures or network partitions of one replica.
This fault-tolerance guarantee is sufficient because: (1) a
VM can already tolerate various failures in guest OS, and
(2) tolerating one failure is a common guarantee in VM
fault-tolerance systems [17, 36].
We suggest more CPU cores because P LOVER uses
spare cores to compute dirty page hashes. Our evaluation used 24-core hosts and P LOVER performance was
already reasonable. In addition, RDMA becomes prevalent [69, 78]. RDMA is just a requirement for current
P LOVER implementation, not a requirement for VSMR.
One can implement VSMR using other fast PAXOS protocols (e.g., NOPaxos [58]) and using other OS bypass
techniques (e.g., Arrakis [77]) to send page hashes.
3.2

P LOVER Architecture

Leader
VM

Secondary

RDMA

syncvm

page

service

syncvm

Qemu

page

Qemu

log
...

Witness

VM

service

log

log

...

...

RDMA
Ouput Guard

Paxos

Client 1

....

Paxos

Ouput Guard

Paxos

Client n

Figure 1: P LOVER Architecture. Key components are in
blue, inputs are in green, divergent dirty pages are in red.

We designed P LOVER to be simple and generic for various PAXOS implementations. To this end, P LOVER has
two unique features compared to regular SMR systems.
First, unlike regular SMR systems which maintain
two replica roles (leader and witness), P LOVER invokes PAXOS to consistently maintain three replica roles:
leader, secondary, and witness. In P LOVER’s underlying
PAXOS level, both P LOVER’s secondary and witness are
“PAXOS witnesses” which simply agree on consensus requests. The only difference is about interpreting syncvm
in the upper P LOVER system level: the P LOVER leader
and secondary involve the syncvm, and the P LOVER witness interprets syncvm as NOP. We made this design
choice because transferring divergent pages to only the
secondary is efficient.
Second, to minimize service downtime during the
leader’s failures, rather than letting the remaining nodes
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compete to be the new leader, P LOVER elevates its secondary to be the leader because the secondary’s state
is more up-to-date than the witness’s. P LOVER has the
same safety guarantee as PAXOS by ensuring there is one
unique leader in each view and all the replicas are consistent with their roles (§4.5). To preserve the fault tolerance
guarantee, the new leader will do a VM migration to the
witness, elevate the witness to be the secondary, and then
begin to serve client requests.
Figure 1 shows P LOVER’s architecture with four key
components: the PAXOS input coordinator (PAXOS), the
consensus log (log), the output buffering guard (guard),
and the syncvm component. The PAXOS coordinators reside in all three replicas to maintain a consensus log with
the same order of SMR operations, including input requests, syncvm, and role changes (§4.2).
When P LOVER starts, PAXOS elects one replica as the
leader, which is dedicated to receive and make consensus on client requests. When the leader receives a new
network input, it invokes PAXOS to replicate this input
on P LOVER’s replicas. §6.3 shows that, by enforcing the
same total order of realistic workload inputs for different VM replicas for 8 services, 72% ∼97% of the programs’ memory are already the same and do not need to
be transferred.
The leader periodically invokes consensuses on
syncvm operations to synchronize the VM states of the
VMs. P LOVER uses an adaptive algorithm to determine
the intervals between two syncvm operations based on
current workloads, which effectively reduces transferred
states and improves performance (§4.3). On successful
consensus on a syncvm operation, the syncvm components of the leader and secondary interpret it with three
steps: (1) they exchange dirty page bitmaps and compute
hashes of each dirty physical pages concurrently; (2) the
leader receives hashes from the secondary and compare
hashes; (3) the leader transfers only the divergent pages.
§4.4 describes our syncvm protocol in detail.
The guards on both leader and secondary buffer network outputs since the last syncvm operation. When a
new syncvm succeeds, the leader’s guard releases outputs to clients, while the secondary discards outputs.
P LOVER ensures external consistency. Suppose the
leader fails in the nth slot (i.e., P LOVER has finished
n − 1 syncvm operations), the secondary becomes the
new leader, and the old leader and the new leader have
the same states in the last n − 1 slots. Since the old
leader’s output in the nth slot has not been released by
P LOVER, clients will not observe any inconsistency even
if the new leader’s state in the nth slot differs from the
old leader’s. Thus, the new leader can take over without
perturbing clients.
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Primary-backup
Approach

phase 1: copy dirty pages
phase 2: transfer dirty pages

phase 1

pause/resume VM
release output

API
paxos second
paxos input
paxos syncvm

phase 2
time axis

Plover
Approach

phase a

phase a: compute dirty page hashes
phase b: compare hashes
phase c: transfer divergent pages

phase b

pause/resume VM
release output

phase c
time axis

Figure 2: Comparing syncvm operation in VSMR and MC.

3.3

Comparing P LOVER and primary-backup

Argument
secondary ID
input packets
syncvm

API Semantic
Propose the secondary
Propose client requests
Propose a syncvm operation

Table 1: P LOVER’s consensus operations, all built on top of
A PUS’s paxos op(void *val) API (§2.3) .

4

The P LOVER Runtime System

This section introduces P LOVER’s runtime System. Table 1 shows all the three types of consensus operation
APIs that P LOVER’s leader invokes.
4.1

Terminology Setup

We design P LOVER to gain the same fault-tolerance
strength as regular SMR. By using PAXOS to maintain
the roles of replicas, P LOVER can consistently maintain
a leader. By running three PAXOS replicas, P LOVER is
also able to consistently detect an outdated leader caused
by transient network partitions. In contrast, primarybackup is known unable to handle network partition, the
so called “split-brain problem” (§2.2). Because hardware
failures may cause transient network partitions (e.g.,
NIC or network switch errors), PAXOS’s strong faulttolerance is increasingly useful.

A P LOVER replica maintains a <role,vid,log, nerr >
tuple on its local QEMU hypervisor. role is a replica’s
role (leader, secondary, or witness) that has been agreed
by PAXOS; vid is the current PAXOS view ID [68]; log
is the current PAXOS consensus log (§3.2), and nerr is
the current number of communication failures recorded
in PAXOS (e.g., a PAXOS heartbeat failure will increment
nerr by 1). vid, log, and nerr are all exposed from the underlying PAXOS implementation, and P LOVER only updates nerr if a syncvm has an error. In short, P LOVER runs
on top of PAXOS without modifying its implementation.

To illustrate why P LOVER can be faster than a typical primary-backup approach, Figure 2 shows the leader
or primary’s workflow in P LOVER and in MC [13],
a recent R EMUS-based implementation developed in
QEMU [80]. Within a primary-backup syncvm operation, the time taken in MC’s primary can be divided into
two major phases: (1) tcopy , time taken for copying dirty
pages to another memory region; and (2) ttrans f er , time
taken for transferring dirty pages. The primary resumes
its guest VM after phase (1), but it must release outputs
after phase (2) for external consistency. ttrans f er is often much longer than tcopy and becomes the bottleneck
(§6.2).

4.2

The time taken in a P LOVER leader’s syncvm operation can be divided into three major phases: (a) tcompute ,
time taken to compute hashes for local dirty pages; (b)
tcompare , time taken to compare hashes between leader
and secondary; and (c) tdivergent , time taken to transfer
only divergent pages. P LOVER resumes its guest VM and
releases outputs after transferring the divergent pages.
P LOVER resumes the guest VM after the transfer because
it saves the page copy time by using RDMA to directly
write divergent pages to the secondary.
Compared to primary-backup, P LOVER’s phase (a) can
be fast by leveraging CPU cores, and phase (b) can be
fast by leveraging RDMA. Phase (c) can be fast if most
dirty pages between the P LOVER leader and secondary
are the same. Our evaluation shows that P LOVER’s
tdivergent is up to 12.8X faster than MC’s ttrans f er .
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SMR Operation Types

As an SMR system, all P LOVER operations run on top of
the underlying PAXOS protocol. P LOVER has three SMR
operations in total: paxos second, paxos input, and
paxos syncvm (Table 1).
The paxos second API is invoked by the P LOVER
leader to assign one replica as the secondary, ensuring
that the new secondary is consistently agreed among
P LOVER replicas. This API is invoked when a new
P LOVER leader is elected or the secondary is suspected
to fail. P LOVER’s leader randomly proposes a replica in
its current PAXOS group as the secondary. This operation complies with PAXOS safety guarantee even if the
proposed secondary fails, because the leader’s syncvm
operations can detect the new secondary’s failure by incrementing nerr (§4.4).
The paxos input operations are invoked by the
leader when inbound network packets arrive at local hypervisor. Both P LOVER secondary and witness act as
“PAXOS witnesses” to agree on the proposed packet,
achieving a standard PAXOS consensus.
The paxos syncvm is used to invoke a syncvm operation in P LOVER. When the primary finds that the service running in local VM has finished processing inputs and become idle (§4.3), it invokes a consensus on
syncvm by invoking a paxos syncvm operation. Invoking a syncvm with consensus is beneficial: it makes the
leader and secondary receive exactly the same sequence
of client requests between every two consecutive syncvm
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operations, greatly reducing memory divergence (§6.3).
4.3

Efficiently Determining Slot Boundary

Similar to primary-backup for ensuring external consistency [86], P LOVER leader must buffer all outbound
packets before a syncvm succeeds, including client responses and TCP ACKs. Client programs will stop sending new packets when their TCP congestion windows are
met, even server programs have finished processing requests and become idle. This leads to unnecessary time
slots. In practical workloads with concurrent connections, arrival times of requests are often unpredictable,
thus a static syncvm time slot configuration (e.g., 25ms
in R EMUS and 100ms in MC) can often cause an idle
service and unnecessary time slots.
To avoid unnecessary time slots, P LOVER develops an
adaptive-slot algorithm by inserting syncvm operations
when its leader determines idle status of programs running in guest VM. P LOVER leverages QEMU’s threading hierarchy to spawn an internal thread that checks the
CPU usage of the guest VM to determine whether it is
idle. §5.1 describes implementation details. This simple,
non-intrusive algorithm helps P LOVER quickly proceed
its slots, and our evaluation shows that this algorithm is
effective in improving P LOVER’s performance (§6.2).
4.4

Protocol for syncvm

P LOVER’s syncvm contains three phases (§3.3). The first
phase is compute. On executing the paxos syncvm operation, the leader pauses its VM immediately, while the
secondary does the pause when its programs become idle
(§4.3). When both VMs are paused, leader and secondary
exchange their dirty page bitmap and compute a union
of the two bitmaps. Then, leader and secondary concurrently compute page hashes according to the union.
The second phase is compare. The secondary sends its
hash list to the leader, and the leader does a comparison
to identify all divergent pages.
The third phase is transfer. The leader uses RDMA
to transfer all divergent pages to secondary and append
a special EOF at the end. The secondary saves the pages
in a static buffer, sends an ACK to the leader, and applies
divergent pages to its guest VM in an atomic manner.
This is crucial for P LOVER’s correctness because if the
secondary starts applying pages while receiving, and the
leader fails in the middle, the secondary will end in a corrupted state. On receiving the ACK, the leader releases
outputs since the last syncvm and resumes its guest VM.
All the three phases carry the sender’s vid and the receiver checks vid as a standard PAXOS way [35, 68].
If any communication error happens during a syncvm, a
local replica increments nerr by 1. If this replica is the
leader, it re-invokes a syncvm consensus (§4.2). PAXOS
will be involved once nerr reaches its re-election thresh-
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old. Although updating nerr in both P LOVER and in the
underlying PAXOS may have data races, nerr is just a
statistic variable and there is no a correctness issue.
4.5

Handling Replica Failures

P LOVER automatically tolerates one replica failure. If the
secondary fails, the leader will invoke a standard VM migration to bring the witness’s states up-to-date and elevate the witness to be the secondary. If the witness fails,
no P LOVER actions are needed because the leader can
continue to serve client requests and ensure fault tolerance.
If the leader is suspected to fail, a new leader will
be elected. Because the secondary’s state is more upto-date, P LOVER ensures if a secondary is working normally, it will always be the new leader. To do so, P LOVER
doesn’t let the witness become the leader in the leader
election. After the secondary becomes the leader, it will
do a VM migration from itself to the witness, elevate the
witness to be the secondary, and start to serve client requests.
4.6

Correctness

P LOVER is designed to handle the same failure model as
regular SMR, where network messages may be lost but
will not be corrupted, network may be partitioned, and
hosts may fail. As an SMR system with three replicas,
P LOVER can tolerate the failure of one replica.
P LOVER guarantees external consistency: if a client receives a reply for its requests, the execution states generating this reply will not be lost. Prior work [36, 38] shows
that this guarantee is sufficient for VM fault-tolerance in
a client-server model.
We give a proof sketch of P LOVER’s external consistency guarantee in three steps. First, all replies are sent
from P LOVER’s leader. P LOVER’s underlying PAXOS
protocol ensures one strongly consistent leader among
the replicas. Moreover, only the leader invokes syncvm
operations and network outputs will not be released until
a syncvm finishes.
Second, P LOVER does not affect the correctness of
its underlying PAXOS. We made only two modifications
to the underlying PAXOS protocol: always elevating the
secondary to be the new leader and increasing nerr on
a syncvm error (§4.1). These two modifications do not
hurt PAXOS’s correctness because it guarantees there is
one unique leader in each view, and nerr is just a counter
of observed communication errors on a local host.
Third, before sending out a reply, the leader has finished a syncvm and successfully replicated the states
that generate this reply to the secondary. No matter
which replica fails, the states will not be lost. Therefore,
P LOVER ensures external consistency.
We also carefully designed P LOVER for reasonable
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liveness. If the leader is alive, its syncvm operation has
a timeout-and-retry mechanism and its program-idle determination (§4.3) has a bounded waiting time.

5

Implementation Details

Much of P LOVER implementation code was inherited
from well-engineered VM systems [13, 38, 52], including replicating file system [38]. Our implementation
found and fixed two new bugs that crashed MC [13]:
one bug was an integer overflow on the number of dirty
pages, the other was an inconsistent states between the
PCI device and bus on restarting replicas. QEMU developers confirmed both our bug reports.
5.1

Determining Server Program Idle Status

When clients connect with services running in a VM
fault-tolerance system (e.g., R EMUS and P LOVER) using
TCP, the system buffers network outputs and causes the
clients’ TCP windows to become full and to stop sending
requests. This will result in an idle service and a wasted
time slot. Therefore, a mechanism is needed to determine
when the service is idle, so that a syncvm is invoked.
To efficiently find the idle status of a service, P LOVER
creates a simple, non-intrusive algorithm without modifying guest OS. This algorithm uses the threading hierarchy of QEMU: all QEMU virtual threads (threads that
emulate vCPUs) are spawned from the QEMU hypervisor process (§2.2). P LOVER creates an internal thread in
the process to call clock(), which gets the total CPU
clock of a process and its children. If P LOVER finds that
the increment rate of this clock is as small as an vacant
VM for a threshold (100µs), it finds the service idle.
This eliminates wasted time slots in P LOVER and lets
services run almost in full speed. Moreover, because both
the P LOVER leader and secondary finish processing current requests, their memory should be mostly the same.
This simple algorithm is already effective for reducing
page divergence (§6.3) and achieved reasonable performance overhead (§6.2) in our evaluation, and it can be
further extended to handle straggler requests.
5.2

Computing Dirty Page Hashes Concurrently

We leveraged multi-core hardware and implemented a
multi-threaded dirty page hash computing mechanism.
The mechanism detects the number of CPU cores on
local host creates same number of threads to compute hashes of dirty physical pages since the last
P LOVER syncvm operation. We used Google’s CityHash [43], because it is fast. Our evaluation shows that
computing hashes has reasonable CPU footprint (§6.4)
because it takes only about 6.3µs for each page.
5.3

Fast Consensus in Hypervisor

P LOVER uses A PUS [92] to achieve consensus on network inputs among replicas. A naive approach for imple-
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menting this is to let A PUS intercept network packets and
synchronously achieve consensus in QEMU’s inbound
network device (e.g., TAP device). However, this approach causes severe performance degradation. QEMU’s
network is implemented in an event driven model. On receiving a network packet, the event handler needs to acquire a global lock and feed the packet into the VM. The
whole process takes less than 1µs. On the other hand,
A PUS takes over 10µs to reach consensus. As a result,
this naive approach would hold the global lock for a long
period and block the handling of other events, causing
great performance degradation to the VM.
To address this problem, we implemented a nonblocking consensus mechanism in QEMU. On receiving a network packet, rather than directly feed it into the
guest VM, the event handler only appends the packet to
a buffer. P LOVER asynchronously reads packets from the
buffer, invokes A PUS to achieve consensus, and leverages QEMU’s event driven loop to feed the packet into
the VM.

6

Evaluation

Our evaluation hosts were nine Dell R430 servers with
Linux 3.16.0, 2.6 GHz Intel Xeon CPU with 24 hyperthreading cores, 64GB memory, and 1TB SSD. All NICs
are Mellanox ConnectX-3 Pro 40Gbps connected with
Infiniband [2]. To mitigate LAN/WAN network variance,
all client benchmarks and VMs were run in these hosts.
Running clients in WAN will further mask P LOVER overhead compared to unreplicated executions.
We evaluated P LOVER on 12 widely used programs,
including 8 server programs (Redis [81], SSDB [85],
MediaTomb [21], Nginx [73], MySQL [22], Tomcat [3],
PgSql [79], and lighttpd [59]) and 4 dynamic language interpreters (Node.js, PHP, Python, and JSP). To
be close to real-world deployments, we group these programs into 8 practical services, including DjCMS [7], a
large, sophisticated content management system (CMS)
consisting of Nginx, Python, and MySQL.
We used popular workloads that make these services
run at their peak throughputs and then collected results.
Prior study [76, 88] shows that hardware errors occur
more frequently when services have higher load, thus the
fault-tolerance of P LOVER is more crucial. Table 2 shows
our workloads. For each workload, we spawned different
number of clients to saturate the services and collected
the curve of throughputs for unreplicated executions.
For Redis and SSDB, each request contains a batch
of 1K operations of 50% SET and 50% GET; for the
other six services, each request contains one operation.
We found sending operations in batches for Redis and
SSDB made them reach peak throughput. For instance,
when each request for Redis contains only one SET or
GET operation, Redis’s throughput is only 43K oper-
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ation/s for 64 connections; when each request is a 1Koperation batch, its throughput reaches a peak value of
481K operation/s for 64 connections.
Service Workload
Redis
50% SET, 50% GET requests arriving in batches.
SSDB
50% SET, 50% GET requests arriving in batches.
MediaT Concurrent requests on transcoding a 50MB video.
DjCMS Concurrent requests on a dashboard page [8].
PgSql
PgBench [79] with TPC-B benchmark.
Tomcat Concurrent requests on a shopping store page [15].
lighttpd Concurrent requests using PHP to watermark images [1].
Node.js Concurrent requests on a messenger bot [12].

Table 2: Eight services and workloads used in experiments.

We compared P LOVER with four fault-tolerance systems: C RANE [35], an open-source SMR system among
recent ones [35, 45, 50]; QEMU-MicroCheckpoint [13]
(for short, MC), a R EMUS-based primary-backup system
carried in QEMU [80]; Synchronization Traffic Reduction (STR) [63], a primary-backup system designed to
reduce the number of transfered pages; and C OLO [38],
a primary-backup system deployed in Huawei [20]. MC
has an RDMA implementation [14], but it is being actively developed and not runnable on our hosts. We did
not use R EMUS because it was built before 2008 and did
not run on our hosts. This section focuses on six questions:
§6.1: Can P LOVER correctly enforce deterministic executions by transferring only divergent pages?
§6.2: How fast is P LOVER compared to MC, STR, and
C OLO? How does it scale to multi-core?
§6.3: How effective is each P LOVER technique on reducing divergence of dirty pages?
§6.4: What is P LOVER’s CPU footprint and how well
does it support VM consolidation?
§6.5: Can P LOVER efficiently handle replica failures?
§6.6: What did we learn from VSMR and its implementation P LOVER? What are P LOVER’s limitations?
6.1

Verifying Correctness

To check whether P LOVER can capture all divergent
memory pages, we took Racey [48], a nondeterminism
stress testing benchmark. Racey generates many data
race accesses by using multiple threads to access an inmemory array concurrently without acquiring any locks,
and it computes an output based on the array content.
We wrote a shell script to repetitively launch the Racey
program in P LOVER leader VM for 3K times and appended its output to a file in local VM. We compared
the files between P LOVER’s leader and secondary and
found the files had the same content. Thus, P LOVER indeed captured and transfered all divergent pages.
VMware’s documentation [9, 17] states that
vSphereFT-6.5 works similar to MC. Since vSphereFT
is not open source and has restrictions on publishing
evaluation results [16], we compared P LOVER with MC
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instead.
6.2

Performance and Scalability on Multi-core

Figure 3 shows P LOVER, MC, STR, and C OLO’s
throughput on 8 services with different number of clients.
MC used 100ms-slot (MC’s default) and STR used
25ms-slot (STR’s own default). All experiments ran on
4-vCPU per VM (unless specified) because C OLO [38]
and R EMUS [36] evaluated up to 4 vCPUs per VM. On
average, P LOVER’s throughput is 2.2X higher than MC,
STR, and C OLO.
As the number of clients increases, P LOVER’s throughput overhead becomes less obvious. The overhead
mainly comes from the syncvm operations, which is determined by the syncvm frequency and the time spent on
each syncvm. When the load on the service increases,
the VM takes more time to be idle, so the syncvm frequency becomes smaller. On the other hand, the time
spent on each syncvm remains almost the same because
P LOVER only transfers divergent pages. Therefore the
syncvm overhead becomes smaller when the number of
client increases.
PgSql is the only service for which P LOVER is slower
than C OLO. C OLO compares per-connection outputs between its primary and backup and skips syncvm if outputs did not diverge. PgSql ran SQL transaction workloads and its outputs were mostly the same. Except for
PgSql, P LOVER was several times faster than C OLO.
To analyze C OLO, we also looked into SSDB, which
had concurrent SET/GET requests. We found that
C OLO’s output divergence was frequent when data dependencies exist among connections (i.e., GET requests
frequently got different responses when SET and GET
requests on the same key arrived at SSDB concurrently).
When any output in any connection had an output divergence, C OLO did a syncvm. C OLO evaluation shows that
it greatly slowed down when the number of client connections was large. P LOVER is not sensitive to outputs.
Intuitively, STR should perform better than MC because it only transfers divergent dirty pages in syncvm.
However, our evaluation found that sometimes STR’s
throughput is lower than MC (e.g., 64 clients in Redis).
This comes from two aspects. First, STR uses a static
syncvm interval and this causes many divergent dirty
pages to be transferred. Second, compared to MC, STR
requires extra time to compute and compare dirty page
hashes.
All eight services’ unreplicated executions reach their
peak throughput on 64 clients except for PgSql; PgSql
reaches its peak throughput on 32 clients. For the remaining of the paper, we use the peak throughput points
of unreplicated executions of each service as our sample
points.
Figure 4 shows the response time of the four systems
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Figure 3: Throughput comparison (4 vCPUs per VM). The error bars represent 95% confidence intervals about the mean.
For the remaining figures and tables, we use the peak throughput points of unreplicated executions as our sample points.
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Figure 4: Response times normalized to unreplicated executions (4 vCPUs per VM). 100% means no overhead.

Network Bandwidth Consumption (Gbps)

normalized to unreplicated executions. For six services
(excluding Redis and SSDB), P LOVER’s overhead of response time follows the same trend as the overhead of
throughput because each client connection in these six
services sends requests one by one. For Redis and SSDB,
because the requests arrive in batches in order to saturate
the two services, all four systems incur high overhead on
response time. Specifically, P LOVER incurred the highest
latency overhead for SSDB, because its same dirty page
rate was only 77% (Table 3).
Figure 5 explains why P LOVER’s performance was
higher. P LOVER consumes 9.2X less bandwidth than
MC, STR, and C OLO on average. This reduction makes
P LOVER the first VM fault-tolerance system that supports consolidating multiple VMs on a host (§6.4).
8
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Figure 5: P LOVER network bandwidth consumption compared with STR, MC and C OLO (four vCPUs per VM).

To understand P LOVER’s performance, Table 3 shows
its micro events. For all evaluated services, we observed that 72%∼97% pages between leader and sec-
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ondary were the same. This greatly reduced page transferring time, a major performance bottleneck in primarybackup systems such as MC. The time between every
two syncvm operations largely varied, which reflects that
P LOVER can automatically detect service idle time (§5.1)
for diverse workloads.
Table 4 shows that MC-25ms and MC-100ms have
similar performance: a larger syncvm time slot accumulates more dirty pages, and thus much longer copy
time and transfer time (§3.3). Combining Table 3 and Table 4 explains why P LOVER was much faster than MC:
P LOVER only needs to transfer 3% ∼ 28% of dirty pages.
The results of STR-25ms and STR-100ms are similar.
In our experiments, the throughput difference between
these two systems was 18% on average. This is because
STR uses a static syncvm interval, in which primary and
secondary process different number of client requests.
As a result, both STR-25ms and STR-100ms have low
same dirty page rate and need to transfer most of the
dirty pages. Therefore, we only focus on evaluating MC100ms and STR-25ms (their own default settings) in the
following sections.
To evaluate the effectiveness of RDMA in P LOVER’s
implementation, we changed P LOVER’s dirty page
bitmap and divergent page transfer mechanisms from
RDMA to TCP (P LOVER-TCP). We ran the 8 services with P LOVER-TCP and found that, compared to
P LOVER, P LOVER-TCP’s overall throughput dropped
by 2.1% ∼ 9.8%. We found that P LOVER-TCP increased the time spent in the two transfer mechanisms
by 35.1% ∼ 74.2%. Because neither of the two mechanisms is P LOVER’s performance bottleneck, P LOVER’s
high performance mainly stems from greatly reducing
the pages that need to be transferred rather than RDMA.
We also evaluated P LOVER scalability on up to 16
vCPUs per VM. Figure 6 shows the scalability results
on four services, normalized to P LOVER throughput on
four vCPUs. The throughputs of the other four services
were not scalable to multi-core (e.g., PgSql is I/O bound
and its throughput increased by only 14.7% when we
changed the number of vCPUs per VM from 4 to 16),
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Service
Compute Compare Trans Interval Page Same
Redis
3.5ms
1.9ms 2.8ms 153ms 13.5k 93%
SSDB
2.3ms
1.4ms 6.2ms 180ms 9.1k 77%
MediaT
7.9ms
4.0ms 17.1ms 914ms 29.2k 86%
DjCMS
0.9ms
1.3ms 3.3ms
90ms 3.6k 74%
PgSql
2.8ms
1.5ms 8.3ms
93ms 11.1k 76%
Tomcat
1.1ms
0.6ms 3.6ms
78ms 4.3k 72%
lighttpd
9.4ms
5.0ms 2.8ms
86ms 33.9k 97%
Node.js
9.6ms
5.5ms 28.8ms 375ms 37.8k 74%

Table 3: P LOVER performance analysis for each syncvm operation (on average). “Compute” means the time of computing hashes for dirty pages; “Compare” means the time of
comparing hashes between leader and secondary; “Trans”
means the time of transferring divergent pages; “Interval”
means the time between two syncvm detected by P LOVER
(§4.3); “Page” means the number of dirty pages in each
syncvm; “Same” means the same rate of dirty pages.
MC-25ms
Program Page Copy Transfer
Redis
6.1k 6.6ms
30.2ms
SSDB
2.7k 2.9ms
7.8ms
4.6k 5.1ms
20.5ms
mediaT
DjCMS
2.8k 3.1ms
9.0ms
PgSql
7.9k 8.5ms
39.0ms
Tomcat
6.5k 6.5ms
15.6ms
lighttpd 33.3k 23.9ms
53.5ms
Node.js 11.3k 11.6ms
36.7ms

Page
11.0k
4.8k
3.8k
3.8k
8.2k
12.2k
33.9k
21.3k

MC-100ms
Copy Transfer
11.9ms
35.1ms
5.2ms
20.0ms
4.2ms
16.5ms
4.1ms
13.2ms
8.9ms
40.9ms
13.2ms
39.8ms
11.6ms
55.7ms
14.9ms
42.5ms

Table 4: MC performance analysis for each syncvm operation (on average) with 25ms and 100ms time slot. “Page”
means the number of dirty pages in each syncvm; “Copy”
means the time for copying dirty pages (§3.3); “Transfer”
means the time for transferring ditry pages.

6.3

P LOVER’s high performance is mainly brought by two
techniques: same total order of inputs and efficiently determining service idle time (§4.3). To assess their effectiveness, we used three plans.
First (Plan1), we implemented a per-TCP-connection
input forwarding mechanism between leader and secondary to order each TCP connection separately and used
a 25ms syncvm time slot. Second (Plan2), we enforced
a total order of inputs for all connections between leader
and secondary, and used a 25ms syncvm time slot. Third
(Plan3), we ran the full P LOVER.
For all three plans, we measured Same Dirty Page Rate
(SDPR): the percentage of same dirty physical pages between two replicas. The difference between Plan1 and
Plan2 shows the effectiveness of total ordering of network inputs between leader and secondary. The difference between Plan2 and Plan3 (P LOVER) shows the
effectiveness of determining service idle time. When
P LOVER is configured with a static syncvm interval
(25ms), it has an average of 5.1% higher SDPR than
Plan2. This shows that using PAXOS instead of STR to
order network inputs incurs only a small cost.
Figure 7 shows that, the SDPR for 8 services differed
by 25.5% on average between Plan1 and Plan2, and the
difference between Plan2 and Plan3 was 29.2% on average. Both P LOVER’s two techniques were quite effective
on improving SDPR and the performance of services.
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Figure 6: Throughput scalability on the number of vCPUs
per VM, normalized to P LOVER’s 4-vCPU throughput. The
more vCPUs per VM, the faster P LOVER than STR, MC
and C OLO.
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so the four services do not need the 16-vCPU speedup.
Overall, P LOVER scaled well for all four services, and its
throughput was 3.8X higher than MC, STR, and C OLO
on 16-vCPU VMs. When the number of virtual CPUs
increased from 1 to 16, the throughput for C OLO, STR,
and MC reached a bottleneck at 4 cores and even dropped
for SSDB and MediaTomb. Prior study [36, 40, 42] points
out a main reason of this huge drop: the number of dirty
pages a primary-backup approach has to transfer will increase greatly when more vCPUs are added into one VM.
Plover
MC
COLO
STR

Effectiveness of P LOVER Reduction Techniques

CPU Footprint and Consolidation

Figure 8 shows P LOVER’s CPU footprint on the 8 services compared with unreplicated execution in KVM,
MC and C OLO. STR’s CPU footprint is not included
in the figure because it is similar to P LOVER’s. Both
P LOVER and C OLO let their leaders and secondaries execute clients’ requests concurrently. MC’s secondary does
not execute clients’ requests but is busy applying updated
states. Different from C OLO and MC, P LOVER has a witness which consumed 7% ∼ 15% CPU to agree on network inputs without executing them.
Except for Redis, P LOVER’s leader and secondary incurred 2.7% ∼ 9.2% and 5.3% ∼ 18.3% more CPU than
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Figure 8: CPU footprint on 4-vCPU VMs. “UnRep” means
unreplicated execution. P LOVER has 3 replicas; MC and
C OLO have 2. P LOVER and C OLO have similar footprint.

6.5

Handling Hardware Failures

We measured the performance of P LOVER when various
failures happened. We killed the leader, secondary, and
witness in each experiment and monitored the real-time
throughput of Redis. When the witness was killed, we
did not observe performance impacts for Redis.
Figure 9 shows Redis’s throughput fluctuation when
we killed the leader at the 3rd second and then added a
new replica after a few seconds. The A PUS leader election protocol [92] employed by P LOVER took a 100ms
timeout to detect the leader’s failure and 16.3µs to elect
the secondary as the new leader. Then the new leader did
a full VM migration to make the witness’s guest VM upto-date, which took about 2.8s. We also partitioned the
leader out and then added it back after a second, and we
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found the new leader was elected almost as quickly as
the leader’s failure case without having a split-brain issue. Unlike existing SMR systems [35, 74] which need
complex mechanisms to find the new leader’s IP address,
clients were not perturbed during a P LOVER leader election because VSMR replicates an entire guest VM (including its IP address) as a state machine.
Throughput (requests / sec)

unreplicated executions, including computing hashes,
comparing hashes and transferring divergent pages.
P LOVER’s CPU footprint was not significant for two
reasons. First, computing hash for each page only took
6.3µs. Second, by transferring only divergent pages,
P LOVER saved much CPU on transferring pages. For
Redis, all three systems incurred obvious CPU footprint
because Redis is single threaded, so its unreplicated execution only used 1 out of the 4 vCPUs.
We also evaluated P LOVER’s performance on VM consolidation. We deployed one to five P LOVER leader VMs
(each with 4 vCPUs) on a 24-core host, ran PgSql in
each VM, and spawned the same number of clients for
each VM. We found the total throughputs of all VMs in
the host increased from 230 (one VM) to 1089 requests/s
(five VMs) and the network bandwidth consumption increased from 1.8 Gbps to 10.1 Gbps. These results suggest that P LOVER is friendly to consolidating multiple
fault-tolerant VMs on the same host due to its greatly reduced network bandwidth consumption compared to MC
and C OLO. Neither MC [13] nor C OLO [38] evaluated
consolidation. vSphereFT-6.5 [5] currently supports up
to two 4-vCPU VMs on each physical host.
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Figure 9: Redis’s performance on handling P LOVER’s
leader failure and adding a new replica.

6.6

Lessons Learned

We found VM a promising abstraction to enforce same
executions among SMR replicas. This owes to three main
reasons. First, the VM abstraction can efficiently and systematically capture state changes in the guest OS, including both userspace and kernel memory. We also found
VM useful on synchronizing systems nondeterminism
(e.g., enforcing same physical times and ASLR layouts)
across our replicas. Second, a VM carries a rich set of
management primitives (e.g., migration), which makes
SMR recovery easy to implement.
Third, a VM itself has several transparency features
that SMR needs. For instance, the same VM replicated
on different physical hosts can maintain the same IP
and MAC addresses, making client connections transparently switch to the new P LOVER leader if current leader
fails. In contrast, traditional SMR implementations (e.g.,
Raft [74]) require complex mechanisms to find the new
leader. In this regard, VSMR makes SMR simpler.
P LOVER has two limitations. First, it requires the
leader VM and the secondary VM to occupy the same
amount of computation resources, so that they can finish processing current requests roughly at the same time
and do syncvm efficiently. We deemed this requirement
reasonable due to three reasons: (1) it is much easier
to achieve in VM deployments than on bare-metal, because VMs have performance isolation and they will not
overuse resources; (2) P LOVER has greatly reduced network bandwidth consumption, a major resource that may
cause performance contention among VMs on the same
host; and (3) requiring primary and backup to run on
roughly the same amount of computation resources is a
common requirement in primary-backup systems [17].
Second, as an SMR approach, VSMR requires three
replicas and thus it consumes more CPU than primarybackup systems. Our evaluation shows that P LOVER’s
CPU consumption is compatible to C OLO, about twice as
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big as unreplicated executions. Nevertheless, P LOVER’s
robust fault-tolerance, modest performance overhead,
and low network bandwidth consumption could make its
extra CPU usage worthwhile.

7

Related Work

VM-based Fault-tolerance. Existing VM-based faulttolerance systems [13, 36, 42, 62–64, 82] typically take
the primary-backup approach: they propagate incremental updates from the primary VM to the backup VM.
Primary-backup is more scalable than the log-replay
[83] approach on multi-core because the latter needs
to record exact interleavings of shared memory access. However, all typical VM fault-tolerance systems
(R EMUS, C OLO, MC and vSphereFT) evaluated up to
4 vCPUs per VM. As most programs scale to more and
more cores and access increasingly larger memory working set, transferring these dirty pages becomes a notorious problem [36, 38, 42] for the primary-backup approach, greatly degrading program performance and hijacking excessive network bandwidth.
Four recent papers aim to alleviate the open problem.
First, COLO [38] lets primary and backup compare perTCP-connection outputs and avoid dirty page propagation if no outputs diverge. COLO has effectively scaled
the Remus-based approach to up to four vCPUs per VM.
As shown in both COLO’s and our evaluation, when the
number of client connections is large or when data dependency among connections exists, COLO does many
more syncvm operations than R EMUS. P LOVER is not
sensitive to output divergence.
Second, Gerofi et al. [42] shows that using copy-onwrite during the dirty memory copying (tcopy in §3.3),
primary-backup can resume VMs faster than R EMUS;
this work also shows that using a 10Gbps RDMA NIC
can transfer dirty page faster than using a 1Gbps Ethernet
NIC. Another latest work [82] also shows that RDMA
can mitigate tcopy . These two works [42, 82] are complementary to P LOVER because P LOVER focuses on greatly
reducing the amount of transferred dirty pages.
Third, Adaptive-Remus [37] shows that R EMUS can
monitor its output buffer and do a syncvm once noticing outputs. This work improves R EMUS’s performance
by 29% when the number of client connections was
small. However, with many connections, it will invoke
a syncvm for almost every network output and incur prohibitive performance overhead.
Fourth, Tardigrade [62] uses lightweight VM (LVMs)
to decrease the memory footprint on the primary to reduce checkpoint costs. On the other hand, P LOVER focuses on transferring only the divergent pages between
primary and secondary to alleviate the checkpoint overhead. Besides, Tardigrade typically runs a single-process
application, while P LOVER runs multiple processes (pro-
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grams) in a guest VM.
State Machine Replication (SMR). Fault-tolerance is
an essential technique in distributed systems [27, 29, 68].
SMR [68] is a powerful fault-tolerance technique: it typically uses PAXOS [55, 56, 68, 71, 89]) to enforce a
total order of inputs for the replicated service, tolerating various failures. Many PAXOS implementation protocols [30, 31, 35, 68] exist. Consensus is widely used in
datacenters [19, 49, 94] and worldwide Internet [33, 65].
Much work is done to improve specific aspects, including commutativity [66, 71], understandability [56, 74],
and verification [44, 93].
To make SMR work with modern parallel programs,
extra mechanisms are needed to ensure same program
executions across replicas. Existing SMR systems propose a few fast mechanisms, including annotating global
variables in program code [50] and enforcing same order
of inter-thread synchronization [35, 45]. These mechanisms have shown reasonable performance on real-world
programs, but they may require developer intervention
(e.g., incorrect annotation or data races). Moreover, these
mechanisms only enforce best-effort determinisms on
userspace, not in kernel. P LOVER implements the new
VSMR approach to realize an automatic, faster, and more
scalable SMR system.
Multi-core Replay. Deterministic replay [25, 39–41, 46,
53, 54, 70, 75, 84, 90] aims to replay the exact recorded
executions. Scribe tracks page ownership to enforce deterministic memory access [54]. Respec [57] uses online
replay to keep multiple replicas of a multithreaded program in sync. In these record-replay systems, a falsesharing problem exists: recording becomes expensive
even if multiple threads access different portions of same
page. As most false-shared pages should have same contents, P LOVER may mitigate this problem.

8

Conclusion

We have presented VSMR, a novel SMR approach that
makes VM fault-tolerance much faster and more scalable on multi-core. We have described P LOVER, the first
VSMR system implementation and its evaluation on a
wide range of real-world server programs and services.
P LOVER runs several times faster than three popular
primary-backup systems and it saves much bandwidth.
P LOVER has the potential to greatly improve the reliability of real-world online services, and it can be applied to
other research areas (e.g., multi-core replay).
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